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From the Directors of Salesian Youth Enterprises, Crinan
Twenty years ago, Crinan Youth Project was born. It came into
being in response to the plight of young people whose lives were
being devastated by heroin. Together with the local community
and the HSE, the Salesian community threw its weight behind the
project with Fr Joe Lucey as the first manager.
Ever since, the Salesian community has felt privileged to be
part of the Crinan family. ‘ It is Don Bosco’ s work’ , we say,
the kind of work for which he gave his life. And so, the Salesian community at 72 Sean McDermott St shares not only the physical space with Crinan but also shares in the hopes and dreams of
the staff and young people.
For the Crinan family, every young person who comes to the door
is a blessing. For Salesians, it also recalls the encounter of
Don Bosco with a sixteen year old homeless boy, Bartholomew
Garelli, the welcome he received and the invitation to him to
return with his friends. That was a beginning. Every day we
begin all over again.
The Directors of Crinan Youth Project take this opportunity to
re-commit themselves to the care of young people in need. We also wish to thank beyond words the wonderful, dedicated and professional staff, our loyal advisory committee and the funding
agencies which enable us to accompany our inspiring young people
in this great adventure. Go raibh míle, míle maith agaibh go
léir.
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Praise the young and they will flourish
It is a great privilege to be the Manager of Crinan Youth Project and in particular at this time of celebration and
acknowledgement of the 20 years of Trojan work which has been carried out in our “Crinan”, our small community.
During these years, many kind-hearted and dedicated people have joined the “Crinan Family” team, some staying for up to 20
years and others who walked the journey with us for a time, but there is no doubt in my mind, that everyone who has been
involved in Crinan as a staff member, volunteer, Management Committee member, student placement and young person has
been touched in some way by the warmth, acceptance and love that can be felt when you walk into the building.
As the manager of Crinan for over 7 years now, I have seen many changing trends in drug use among the young people who
come through our door. The initial purpose of the project to provide support and treatment for young people with Heroin
addictions began to change as we noticed the rise in cocaine use followed swiftly by the Head Shop/Psychoactive substance
epidemic of 2009/10, the change over from Hash use to more potent Weed usage and the current prevalence of tablet,
benzodiazepines and Z drug use.
One substance that has always been constant is Cannabis, and it came as no great surprise to me that NACDA’s recent report
on the Prevalence of Drug Use & Gambling in Ireland & Northern Ireland, showed a significant increase in the use of Cannabis
and Ecstasy in Irish people aged 15 years + (2014/15). It has been our experience, particularly in recent years that many of
the young people presenting to us are also suffering with mental health issues. Often cannabis use and other drug use can
lead to mental health difficulties, however, in some cases drug use can be a means of a young person self-medicating due to a
mental illness. There remains a gap in services where these co-occurring issues can be dealt with promptly and effectively
and young people can fall between the two stools of addiction and mental health services as a result. It has been our
experience where young people we have worked with have been turned away from mental health services due to their drug
use and advised to return after they have dealt with this issue first. One of our young people died by suicide after falling
between two such stools and this was a turning point for us to look into ways that we can lobby to bridge this gap.
Adolescence is a truculent stage of development and is the most radical of all developmental stages. “By the time most
children arrive at puberty, most of them have by some means or other achieved some kind of balance, but this balance
depends on the world being relatively stable both internally and externally. Puberty and what follows are quite the
opposite.” (Anderson & Dartington, 1998, “Facing it Out”).
Our purpose in Crinan is to help any young person, regardless of their substance, to become drug and alcohol free, to help
them learn how they can stay stopped and address whatever circumstances may have brought them to us. We are fortunate
to have a multidisciplinary team to support and assist with the many areas of a young persons’ life that, for whatever reason,
may not be particularly stable. We use a holistic approach with each young person having an individualised and clientcentred care-plan. We have outlined in this Annual the various services and supports that we provide to young people and
their families.
There is no other place like Crinan, and we are at the forefront of community based day drug treatment programmes for 1421 years in Dublin and indeed Ireland. We are delighted with the North Inner City to have foreseen the need for this and we
thank the late Joe Lucey and the North Inner City people who were involved in the forming and founding of Crinan, our
funders; HSE, Probation, CDYSB, Department of Education and the North Inner City Drug & Alcohol Task Force for continuing
to fund and believe in the work that we do and the seeds that we plant with young people in the grip of drug misuse. Early
intervention in relation to treatment is also prevention of more serious issues in adulthood.
We recognise that it is not about stamping out the drug problems but in assisting those young people and their families who
are in need as a result of drug problems. would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank from the bottom of
my heart all of the staff and volunteers who have worked and continue to work in Crinan over the years, the Management
Committee and Board of Salesian Youth Enterprises, our funders, the doctors who have been involved with Crinan’s establishment and our community methadone programme, Micheal Foley and the staff at Foleys chemist, Gary and Ray from the SAOL
project and most importantly the young people and families who attend and have attended Crinan over the past years –
without whom none of us would be here today…Thank you all.
Gemma Collins
Manager
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Crinan Youth Project

To provide a range of quality
treatment interventions in a
safe and supportive

environment, to empower
young people to end their
dependence on drugs and
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alcohol.

History
Crinan Youth Project was established in
1996 in response to the heroin crisis & the
lack of services for under 18 year olds who
were experiencing problematic drug use in
the North Inner City. Since it’s
establishment, Crinan Youth Project has
responded to the changing trends of drug
use and the needs of young people and
families affected by these issues.

Core Aims
The Crinan Youth Project is a community based drug treatment facility that offers a
quality service to young people and their families. In engaging particularly with
young people who seek to address their drug problems, we recognise that many of
them have already experienced social exclusion and a fundamental lack of choice in
their lives. They may also be trying to process the many challenging dimensions of
adolescent development.
In order to provide the most effective support to young people and their families
the project places special value on the following process:










Engage young people in alternative attractive activities
Expose them to helpful new experiences
Support them to develop flexibility in responding to the programme
Take people where they are at
Build quality relationships
Nurture the positive
Challenge what needs to change
Build-up young peoples’ self-esteem in creative ways
Bring young people to a place of choice and responsibility in their decision making.
As a youth project, we hope that by engaging in this process, young people will
achieve a happier and better quality of life, both while they are on the project and
in the future.
The project favours an environment which is drug-free. While this involves the total
prohibition of drugs while on the programme and in the project, it also involves
supporting young people to detox from all drugs in as short a timeframe as possible.
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Our Values
Dignity & Respect
We ensure the dignity and respect of individuals by actively
listening and holding a non-judgemental attitude which is
supported by our service standards.

Compassion
We believe that compassion is demonstrated through responsible love, concern and understanding for each other.
Honesty, Consistency and Responsibility
This value lies at the core of what we believe and is demonstrated by accountability and transparency in all areas of
the agency.
Equality
We are committed to treating all individuals equally irrespective of marital status, family status, sexual orientation,
religion, disability, race, age or membership of the travelling
community.
Safety and Security
We believe in the physical and psychological safety and security for all through the implementation of sound policy
and procedure.
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My name is Sharon and I was attending Crinan
about 12 years ago. I found it really helpful
because I wanted to get clean from hash and
grass. I thought the staff was really helpful and
they were very kind to me and all the others. 12
years later I still don’t smoke hash and grass. So
I would love to thank all the staff for their help
and support. And I want to wish Crinan a very
happy 20th birthday. Many thanks, Sharon

Crinan taught me that a life existed
outside the street through education,
improving our health and well-being
and exploring places outside our
comfort zone. A world of opportunity
awaits us.

My name is Louise, I joined Crinan Youth Services in 1999.
When I was in Crinan all the staff were so welcoming and made
me feel at home. The kitchen was the place where we all played
games, especially ‘Don’. Bernie and Denis were like the mammy and daddy to us while in the building. I also met a very special person who sadly is not here anymore; his name was Joe
Lucy. Such a gentleman. Still to this day I can go in and have a
chat or get advice from Bernie who is always accommodating.
While I was in Crinan I met people who are now friends and I
met the love of my life who game me 4 beautiful kids and we
are still together. I would like to thank all the staff for their support through those hard days, months and years. Louise
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Crinan offers an extensive Family Therapy
and Family Support Programme. We recognise that when a young person develops
problematic drug or alcohol use it has a
negative and sometimes devastating effect
upon the whole family. It is essential for
parents and siblings to receive appropriate
support during this time.
When parents engage in our family
programme there is a greater chance of
recovery for both the individual and the
family because their loved ones drug or
alcohol misuse is only a symptom of a
family system that has become unhealthy
and is in need of help. It is for this reason
that we encourage parents to attend. When
parents attend Crinan they are met with a
warm, welcoming and non-judgemental
attitude.

Crinans Family Programme offers the following supports,
One to One counselling for Parents, Siblings or Carers
Family Meetings / Family Therapy
Family Support Groups
Information and Education groups
Helpline
Mindfulness, Stress Reduction Techniques & EFT (Tapping)
Holistic treatments
Outreach & Advocacy
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Hi, I’m Cocaine.
I live all around you in schools in town. I live with the rich, I live with
the poor.
I live down the street and maybe next door.
My power is awesome; try me and see. But if you do, you may never break free.
Try me once and I might let you go but try me twice and I’ll own your soul.
When I possess you, you’ll steal and you’ll lie,
You’ll lose everything you have just to give me a try.

You’ll forget your morals and how you were raised.
I’ll be your conscience; I’ll teach you my ways.
I’ll take everything from you, your looks and your pride.
I’ll be with you all the time, right by your side.
You’ll give up everything, your family, your home, your friends, your loved ones,
You’ll be alone.
I’ll take and take until you have nothing more to give.
When I’m finished with you, you’ll be lucky to live.
If you try me, be warned, this is no game.
If given the chance, I will drive you insane.
I’ll ravage your body; I’ll control your mind;
I’ll own you completely, your soul will be mine.
The thoughts I’ll give you while lying in bed, the voices you’ll hear from inside your head,
The sweats, the shakes, the visions you’ll see, I want you to know they are all gifts from me.
You’ll regret you tried me; they always do.
But you came to me, not I to you.
If you could live that day over, what would you say?
I’ll be your master, you can be my slave.
I’ll even go with you to the grave.
Now that you have met me, what will you do?
Will you try me or not? It’s all up to you.
I can bring you more misery than words can tell.
Come take my hand
LET ME LEAD YOU TO HELL.
Adam
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KEY
Being a key worker in Crinan is a very trusted,
responsible position. We key-work five to six
clients. Some people may think this is a small
number but we like to put the emphasis on
quality over quantity. Anyway, the intensity of
the work keeps us very busy.

WORKER

Our role is to support our clients’ overall well-being employing a holistic approach. In particular,
we use the Adolescent Community Reinforcement Approach (ACRA) approach in their weekly
sessions and during this engagement, while developing individualised care-plans, we gently
challenge specific behaviour and offer different alternatives aimed at improving overall lifestyle;
thereby encouraging a movement away from negative patterns of behaviour. We meet the clients
where they are at, supporting them with their training and educational needs as well as their housing and health needs. We support them in re-building and maintaining relationships with family
and other positive influences in their lives. We hope that this will pave a new path for them to
grow in personal confidence and move away from drug using or substance misuse behaviour.
A key-worker’s role is very hands-on and energetic, one that needs great perseverance. Although
we are kept on our toes, the rewards in seeing a young person doing well (like getting accepted for
college, getting an apprentice while becoming drug free) is very satisfying.
We do other things too, like planning, researching and facilitating drug presentations and education awareness an all drugs. We are regularly invited to present and work closely with different
educational and training centres in the North Inner City. But I have to admit that it is the work
with the actual key-working that makes this job so good!
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Crinan supported me, encouraged me to look to at
my actions and the consequences of the actions on
myself and those around me. With the help of all the
staff especially Rachel and Stephen who worked me
even when I was not always easy. They believed in
me. Thinking back now Crinan was my only real
friend. They gave me the chance to take control of
my life and become more self-conscious. This has led
to amazing things brought me to places I thought I
could never get to.

"In the middle of difficulty lies
opportunity" Crinan was this
opportunity, this opportunity has
lead me to take back control of my
life, and I can see now see the
bright flowers again.

We have found Crinan Youth Project Family Support
Service to be of invaluable assistance during our crises
with our child. Crinan educated us as parents on how
to cope and deal with our crises and contributed to a
successful
outcome. In respect to the service our
child received we are very pleased with the professionalism, level of understanding and attention afforded
our child and the tremendous support he received and
continues to receive. We highly recommend these
services for those in need in dealing with a crises.
Regards, Dermot & Ann
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Crinan or Cruinnean is the old Gaelic name for the area around Sean McDermott
St and Summerhill. Crinan means “a knot of people, a circle of houses” - in other
words a community. The name is still in use today. It was therefore the perfect name for a youth
project set up twenty years ago by the local community with the help of the Salesian Fathers to fight
the plague of heroin that was ripping the heart out of the North Inner City leading to such tragic
consequences for many local young people.
Crinan looked after these young people. They were the Crinan Community. They became part of the
Crinan Family.
I remember my first day in Crinan. I wasn’t brought upstairs to a doctor’s office or a clinical meeting
room but instead was brought straight to the kitchen. It was a fine big kitchen, lit by sunlight shining
through two large windows. It was full of people, the young people and the team sitting at two long
tables chatting and socializing. It was lunchtime and a big pot of coddle was being served. I realized at
once that this was a project with a difference.
The kitchen was the heartbeat of the Crinan project. Everybody was there at lunchtime. Everybody
included all the young people and the team.
I was strongly encouraged from the very start to be part of the kitchen gatherings. These informal
social occasions allowed a bond to develop between the young people and the team. At Crinan, the
young people have assigned keyworkers who form the backbone of the team. They are their buddy,
personal organizer and manager. In this age group, counselling forms the cornerstone of treatment.
They have many issues and their drug use is just a symptom of these issues. They may not have had
the opportunity to attend counselling previously. And for families who wish to avail of it, Crinan
provides a family therapist. This is hugely important as many of the issues affecting the young people
affect the entire family. All of this is coordinated by a dedicated manager.
All are present at the kitchen gatherings enjoying lunch and debating the issues of the day such as
whether Donald Trump or Conor McGregor will “Make America Great Again” ! The prevailing mood in
the kitchen is one of – “Is Feidir Linn” and the attitude of the kitchen is best summed up by the words
of an old Irish proverb that hangs on the kitchen wall “Mol an Oige agus Tiocfaidh Si”- Praise the youth
and they will blossom.
Crinan has many other activities that interest the young people, including Art, Sport and regular
outings. Crinan provides the complete experience. Much emphasis is also placed on these young
people finishing their education and placing them in courses/apprenticeships that suit their needs, and
leaving them equipped to face the outside world after they have moved on from Crinan.
Some of my own memories of Crinan are linked to events that occurred elsewhere. I was in Crinan on
the day of 9/11. It was Fr. Joe who answered the door to me that day. He brought me upstairs to the
Salesians’ sitting room to watch the terrible events unfold. It was awful and Joe was completely
overcome.
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Dr. Aongus Ó Casaide
Joe was the father figure of Crinan. He helped start the project and was there from the very beginning. It
was his philosophy that shaped the Crinan ethos and he is sadly missed but still lives in our thoughts and
conversations
The passing years has seen many changes to the Crinan Project. The most significant of these has been
the change in pattern of drug use by the young people. For many years, all the young people who
attended Crinan were addicted to heroin. All were treated with methadone substitution therapy. In the
past few years there has been a significant decrease in the number of people presenting with heroin use,
although this trend may be changing, with more young people presenting recently with this problem.
Cannabis is now the drug of choice and most are presenting with polydrug use. The cannabis being
smoked today is much more potent and has a much higher concentration of THC, the psychoactive
chemical in Cannabis. Alcohol, Cocaine and Benzodiazepines are also widely used by the young people
currently presenting for help. However, GBH, Ketamine and Snowblow, drugs that I had never heard of
10 years ago, are also commonly used. Perhaps it is also significant that these young people are
presenting with many more psychiatric problems leading to a big increase in referrals to the psychiatric
services. Is this directly linked to the use of these drugs?
At Crinan, the real stars of the show have been the young people themselves. I remember so many of
them down through the years. All of them had there own unique story. Some had been touched with
much tragedy and hardship. Others, despite huge difficulties, managed to leave a life of drugs behind
them following the Crinan experience. They were brave warriors and I was privileged to be with them
there.
Is le bród agus le háthas atá muid ag ceiliúreadh fiche bliain ar an fhód. Thar na mblianta, rinneadh neamhshuim agus neamhiontas den cheantar seo. Tá difhostaíocht, daoine gan dídean, cóirúileacht agus
andúileacht drugaí le feicéail sa cheantar go foill. Is iontach an éacht a rinne an pobal áitiúil Crinan a
bhúnadh le dul I ngleic leis an nimh a bhí ag deanamh slád agus scrios ar aos óg a pharóiste. Níl a shárú le
fáil. Anois tá an siol curtha, tá an crann óg faoí bhláth. Is ó neart go neart is dual dó.
After 20 years, the kitchen is still the hub of the Crinan Project. A huge debt of gratitude is due to the
amazing women who founded the project in very difficult circumstances. We now can look forward to
the next 20 years. I am reminded again of an Irish proverb,

“Fiche bliain ag fás
Fiche bliain faoi bhláth”.
“Twenty years a growing.
Twenty more a prospering.”
Gura fada buan an Crinan !
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I am employed as the Youth
Worker in Crinan; I have been in
this role for three years. It is similar to the project worker role in
terms of key working, one to one,
ACRA and care planning, drug
treatment, harm reduction but
the position carries other responProgramme planning, delivery and recording of
all group work delivered in and by Crinan to
young people. Drugs education to young people both internally and externally, is evidence
based with a focused outcomes and processes.

The processes and outcomes
for the young person;
Enhanced personal attributes
and qualities such as confidence, self-esteem, awareness
(personal and social) and
sociability:

The mission statement, vision and core aims of
Crinan are reinforced by youth work objectives.
Elements of the four models of youth work are
used on a daily basis, with a high focus on
“Personal Development, Character Building
and Critical Social Education”.

● New and more diverse experiences and opportunities (which are more likely with longer periods of
involvement) which in turn enhance personal development;
● enhanced positive and pro-social behaviour and diminishing negative and anti-social behaviour;
● Practical skills (for example making decisions, planning and organising, budgeting, teamwork, group
work, communications, arts and creativity; and numerous sports, games and physical activities);
● Information, advice and advocacy in relation to (for example) health, relationships, sexuality, the
law, careers and formal education;
● Practical support in young people’s engagement with formal education and in some cases direct
provision of (and support for) alternative routes to qualifications;
● improved communications and relationships between young people and adults within communities;
opportunities for practical intergenerational cooperation at local level;
● Improvement in local conditions and amenities, developing local leadership (among both young people and adults), cooperation and coordination with other local services which may avoid duplication
and facilitate sharing of learning, resources and approaches.
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Before I came to Crinan I was in a rut; owed
out a lot of money, had a bad addiction. It was
tearing my family apart. When I first arrived I
found it difficult to settle in; I felt I was being
judged by everyone. 6 Weeks into my programme I was struggling and was about to
back out but my key worker noticed my struggles and we had a one to one. Then I realised
life is worth more than taking drugs and sitting
around wasting my life.

There is a wonderful heart in
the project; a fantastic team;
the work gets done, tough
when necessary but fun as
well.
Paul

From then on it got easier, I slowly cut down and started
socialising with people more in Crinan which showed me it was
easier to follow their steps in becoming a better person. They
gave me the push I needed to succeed in life. Through them I
got the will power to get a job, get clean and start over with my
girlfriend which got me on the right direction. It saved myself, my
family and my future. I now have my own car, full license, full time
job and a happy family and brighter future. Thank you all for your
help. If it wasn’t for Crinan, God knows where I would be;
probably drugged to the eyeballs with a hefty bill on my head.
That’s no way to live. Before, I didn’t realise what it takes you to
be clean and at least a year to realise how lucky I was to find
Crinan.
Darren
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The Approach
We use a treatment approach called Community Reinforcement Approach.
The community reinforcement approach (CRA) is a treatment approach that
aims to achieve abstinence by eliminating positive reinforcement for using and
enhancing positive reinforcement for a sober/drug-free lifestyle. The goal of this
approach is to make sober/drug-free lifestyle more rewarding than drinking/
using drugs. The approach utilises social, recreational, familial and vocational
re-enforcers to assist in the recovery process. This approach underpins our careplans and group-work with the young people and to compliment this CRAFT
(Community Reinforcement Approach Family Training) is used in the Family
Support Services.

Assessment:
This is the first phase of accessing the programmes, where we assess the needs
of the young person to establish if they are suitable for one of our
programmes and if so which programme would best suit their needs.
Assessment involves:
A meeting with our Doctor
A meeting with our Counsellor
A meeting with our Manager
Urine analysis
Decisions are made in our weekly clinical team meeting, upon completion of
all stages of assessment and the individual/family member or referee (if
applicable) is notified of the outcome thereafter. The approximate
timeframe for assessment is 1-2 weeks, depending on vacancies on the
project,
attendance and completion of at all scheduled assessment
appointments.
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Pre-Entry Group:
This group is for young people who are experiencing problematic drug use, and need
support to reduce their use. It is a structured programme which involves the following:
Weekly appointment with our Doctor (Monday/Thursday)
Weekly appointment with our Counsellor
Weekly Care-plan meeting with their designated keyworker
Attendance on Wednesdays from 1pm-4pm:
Lunch, Drug Education & Relapse Prevention Groups, Acupuncture.
Urine analysis
The aim of this group is to support the young people to stabilise, reduce their drug use
and work towards becoming drug-free. There is a natural pathway from the pre-entry
group into our full-time programme, progression group and/or referrals to residential
detox/treatment programmes (if necessary).
Full-time Programme:
This programme is to support young people who are stable in their drug use to work
towards becoming drug-free. It runs Monday, Tuesday, (12.30-4pm) Thursday (1-4pm)
and Friday (1-3pm). This is a structured programme which involves:
Weekly appointment with our Doctor (Monday/Thursday)
Weekly appointment with our Counsellor
Weekly care-plan meeting with their designated keyworker
Participation in Relapse Prevention Groups
Participation in daily group activities – Yoga, Art, Wind down groups, social program
outings
Urine analysis
Lunch
Holistic treatments
The aim of this programme is to support young people in maintaining their stability, to
become drug-free and to work on various areas of their lives through goal-setting careplans and work towards moving on to full-time education and training in the community.
If a young person relapses while on the full-time programme, they may join the pre-entry
group until such time as they stabilise again.
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Progression Programme:
This programme is to support young people who are on a training/education programme
(including school). This programme involves:
Weekly appointment with our Doctor (Monday/Thursday)
Weekly appointment with our Counsellor
Weekly care-plan meeting with their designated keyworker
Participation in Relapse Prevention Groups
Urine analysis
Holistic treatments
The aim of this programme is to support young people to make the transition into mainstreamed activities, education/training and other relevant community services, while
maintaining their stable/drug-free status.

Aftercare
This programme is to support young people who have completed drug treatment and
have moved on to employment/education/training. This programme involves an individualised aftercare plan to suit the needs of the young person. It involves one or all of the
following:
Fortnightly meetings with their keyworker – to focus on aftercare plan, advocacy (if
needed), advice and information.
These meetings may start at fortnightly and move out to monthly after the first
couple of meetings, depending on the needs of the young person.
The aim of aftercare is to support the young person during the early stages of move-on.
We recognise that this can be a difficult stage, even for the most stable of young people
so, having some regular support, which is phased out over an agreed period of time with
the young person, is very effective.
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Family Support Programme
This programme is designed to support family members of the young people who are
experiencing drug problems. Family members can avail of one or all of the following
services:
One to one meetings with the family support worker – formal/informal, crisis intervention, advocacy work
Family Therapy (one to one for family members and/or family therapy sessions
Family support groups
Community Reinforcement Family Training group
Holistic treatments

Crinan Evening Treatment Service
This service provides information and support to people experiencing difficulty relating
to their use of Cocaine, Crack Cocaine and Head-shop Drugs. This programme is designed to provide specific drug treatment to problematic intranasal cocaine users, crack
cocaine users, and headshop drug users between the ages of 14 - 21 in the North Inner
City. Due to the polydrug using nature of the target group, we find that we are
providing this service young people with a variety of drug problems and it serves as a
first point of contact for many potential participants for the day programme.
This programme involves:
2 Outreach workers – 1:1 support, assessment & referral for further treatment, residential (where necessary)
Outreach/streetwork
An evening drop-in service – Monday and Thursday between 5-8pm
Crisis intervention
Counselling
Holistic therapies
The aim of this programme is to provide a safe, friendly and relaxed service into which
young people can feel comfortable in accessing treatment for problematic cocaine/
headshop stimulant use. To encourage these young people to work towards reducing
their use and looking at their treatment options.
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Yoga and Massage Therapy
Yoga is renowned for its qualities of promoting both physical and mental relaxation. It has
easy to learn techniques and strategies for dealing with stress, helping the young person see
how they are affected by stress and learn how to use the yoga techniques to handle stress in a
new way. Yoga gives them the skill of natural relaxation and ability to play their part in their
recovery. All the usual benefits of yoga are there for them for example stretching and strengthening the muscular system and increasing flexibility through the exercises they learn. Time in
class is also devoted to meditation bringing about a calmer mind with practise. Both yoga and
massage therapy takes place in a warm sensory room with a relaxing ambience.

Massage therapy frees out tensions in the muscles helping develop feelings of well-being to
emerge. It helps replenish depleted energy levels and removes feelings of tightness in the back,
neck and shoulder area. It gives the young person time to rest deeply and the use of aromatherapy fragranced oils adds to the experience.

Art/Art Therapy at Crinan
The aim of the Art program at Crinan is to make this a time of enjoyment for
the young people and for them not to feel ‘intimidated’ by art, depending on
their previous experience of it, if any. They are encouraged to explore their
creativity through various mediums such as mirror engraving, canvas work,
wood burning, etc, in the hope to build their confidence and self-esteem, as well
as gain a sense of achievement. Art is also sometimes used in a therapeutic way,
where a variety of specific Art Therapy exercises are used for relaxation, selfexpression, self-exploration and realization, as well as to release any unwanted
bottled up emotions... But the overall aim of the art at Crinan is to help the
young people escape their struggles that they face in everyday life.
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PARENT
People who come to Crinan always talk about it being so welcoming and homely. The kitchen is the
heart of the project everyone who comes through the door regardless of why they are here are
offered a cup of tea. We feel it is very important to create a family atmosphere so lunch is made
daily in the kitchen where all staff and young people sit together to enjoy their meal. Great stuff
happens at the table as people talk easily and connect in a relaxed atmosphere and after lunch
everyone pitches in to clean up. Having lunch together has many benefits, it may be the only meal

a young person sits down to have as many are not living in the family home so don’t experience
meal times. They learn about the importance of eating nutritious food and looking after
themselves as well as practical things like how to prepare lunch, setting the table and cleaning up
afterwards.

The Crinan Youth Project Christmas dinner is an important annual event where young people, families and staff sit together and celebrate the end of the year. Even though some young

people

might not live in the family home we invite parents and they have a Christmas dinner together
here and it is always an event that everyone enjoys.

Evening Service
Two staff members work on the evening service till 8pm. The evening service is where the young
people have their first initial contact with the service. Our duty is to assess the needs of each young
person to see where they are at in relation to their drug use and general wellbeing.
The Evening Service is about getting to know the person and helping them feel safe. Once we assess their needs, we can offer the young person options such as appointment based, Day program
or if the young person is working or still at school, they can attend the Evening service on Monday
and Thursday.
The Evening service also provides key-working sessions with the young person. The young person
can also avail of holistic treatment on Monday evenings.
The staff on the Evening service do outreach work in the local areas. We introduce ourselves to
young people in the surrounding areas. We explain how the Evening service operates and what it
can offer young people who are affected by substance misuse. We believe this is a good way to
promote Crinan, while getting to know young people in an informal and relaxed way. By engaging
with young people on the streets we aim to build relationships of trust and mutual respect. Therefore, young people are more likely to come to the Project, or recommend us to their family or
friends.
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Crinan is very thankful to the
following agencies for their
expertise, support and funding
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